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The Perth brand has been created to establish a unified identity for the city of Perth.  
Four key Western Australia government bodies - Tourism Western Australia, StudyPerth,  

Experience Perth and the Perth Convention Bureau, have collaborated to determine  
a singular brand for Perth, intended to promote Perth and the many recent public  

and private investments throughout the city in the most effective way possible.

PERTH BRAND
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OUR BRAND
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Cities. They excite us. Stimulate us. In cities, there’s always something going  
on, there’s always something new. Whatever we might need or whatever we  

might want, the great cities offer it all up to us. All the time. 24/7.  
Because cities never sleep.

But then cities also exhaust us. The pace we love, the hustle and bustle also 
means we are constantly on the go. Cities put our senses into overdrive. 

Too many distractions, too much pace means we aren’t in a state of mind 
to enjoy our holiday, learn, connect or relax well. We need a break and  

more often than not, we find it in nature, by the water. 

So what if we could have the best of both worlds?  What if there was a city  
with everything a city can offer, bustling, exciting and happening but with  

the space to take deep, slow breaths?

PERTH. URBAN ENERGY. NATURE SERENITY. 

BRAND PLATFORM
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PRODUCT 
ATTRIBUTES

City surrounded by 
water, nature, beaches 

& aquatic wildlife

Open places & spaces

Blue skies & sunshine

Clean & safe

Relaxed & multicultural 
atmosphere

City of change & 
renewal 

EMOTIONAL 
BENEFITS

The space to focus on 
what matters leads to 
opportunity for better 

connections, education 
and travel experiences

VALUES:

Growth
Connection

Nurture

BRAND 
BEHAVIOUR

Highlight the effects of 
nature & water

Show the benefits of 
the surroundings

TONE AND 
PERSONALITY

Laid back, yet still 
vibrant, dynamic and 

energetic

SIGNIFIERS

Mix of shapes of nature, 
water & cityscape

The colour Blue

OUTTAKE
In Perth I get the best of both worlds - relaxed, laid back lifestyle in a vibrant city environment.

KEY INSIGHTS
Urbanisation and increased pace of life leaves people with a longing for a more laidback and relaxed  

lifestyle without being disconnected or isolated.

CORE 
BRAND 
IDEA:

URBAN ENERGY.
NATURE SERENITY.

WHAT WE STAND FOR
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VIBRANT BUSY BUSTLE

RELAXED LIFESTYLE

WHAT IT IS WHAT IT ISN’T

QUIET LIFE
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CONNECTED WITH NATURE ALWAYS IN NATURE

SPACE TO FOCUS PLACE TO KICK BACK

WHAT IT IS WHAT IT ISN’T
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PROGRESSIVE HUSTLING

CONNECTION WITH OTHERS CONNECT WITH YOURSELF

WHAT IT IS WHAT IT ISN’T
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KEY MESSAGES
Below are the key Perth destinations and experiences that  

support the core brand idea of Urban Energy. Nature Serenity.  
It is these primary attributes1 that should be highlighted when presenting  

Perth as a holiday, education and investment destination. 

PERTH is a vibrant city nestled in nature. It’s relaxed, laid-back  
lifestyle offers the perfect balance of urban and natural settings.
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KINGS PARK
The green heart of Perth is 
one of the world’s largest 
inner-city parks offering 

sweeping views of the city 
and Swan River.

Nearly two-thirds of the park 
is natural bushland, with 319 
species of native plants and 

around 80 bird species.

PERTH CITY & 
NORTHBRIDGE

Perth is a city that continues to 
transform. With new laneways, 

bars and eateries popping  
up all over the city and in 

nearby Northbridge.

There has been surge of new 
waterfront restaurants, hotels, 
entertainment and community 

precincts opening up  
all across the city.

The new Optus Stadium is a 
world-class facility that will see 
Perth host exciting new events.

FREMANTLE
Blending the old with the new, 
Fremantle offers an enriching 
cultural experience. It has a 

unique maritime, convict and 
colonial history that is coupled 

with buzzing markets, lively 
bars and cool cafes.

“Freo” as it is affectionately 
known by locals, is proud  

of its anything-goes attitude 
and creativity.

The seaside port is the best 
place to sample fresh  

local seafood as it arrives  
just off the boat.

ROTTNEST ISLAND
Truly an island paradise just 
a short ferry ride from Perth, 

Rottnest Island is home 
to 63-plus beaches and 

bays where you swim, surf, 
snorkel, fish or just relax  

and take it all in.

The island is home to the 
world famous Quokka, 

known as one of the happiest 
animals on Earth.

PERTH’S BEACHES
There are 80 kilometres 
of sun, sea and sand to 
be enjoyed along Perth’s 

pristine coastline. Some of 
the city’s finest beaches 

are within 20 minutes of the 
CBD and include Cottesloe, 

Scarborough and City Beach.

Just a short ferry ride from 
Fremantle, you’ll also find 

Rottnest Island which is home 
to 63-plus beaches and bays 

ready to be explored.

ROCKINGHAM
A 40-minute drive south  

of Perth, Rockingham offers 
boat tours that include 
memorable swims with  

wild dolphins.

Neighbouring Penguin 
Island, is home to over 1,200 

fairy penguins and even 
more pristine beaches and 
bays perfect for swimming.

SWAN VALLEY
WA’s oldest wine region is 
just a short 30-minute drive 

from the city. It’s also packed 
with breweries, gourmet 

producers and local  
crafts and artisans. 

*  Tourism WA has a detailed supplementary handbook to this guide  
that covers all the key messages for Perth and wider Western Australia.  
If you would like a copy of this handbook, contact Tourism WA.

1  Further Perth destinations and experiences can also be included  
if applicable to the target audience.



OUR LOGO 
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Perth. It’s more than just a modern, vibrant city.

Perth offers us the space to take deep, slow breaths. A place to relax,  
connect and learn amongst nature and along the water.

The logo for Perth represents the best of these worlds.

The unmistakable blues of Perth’s waters, combined with the  
strong shapes that make up its striking skyline. 

The logo typography has been inspired by the shapes and layout of Perth itself,  
and as the city that embodies ‘Urban Energy, Nature Serenity’.
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Represent connection of Perth’s iconic skyscrapers/architecture... ...with the parks and surrounding landscape.

OUR LOGO

A brand logo must ring true. It must feel right and  
fit with what it symbolises. Most importantly it must stand out.  
It should leave a favourable lasting impression. 
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Using the theme of Perth’s connection to the natural  
and built environment,  let’s graphically represent  

this connection with shapes.

We designed clean and friendly text  
characters using upper and lowercase to help  

capture this connection typographically.

The weight of the characters was made heavier  
to give a strong and confident feel.

Organic flowing lines into structured city lines.

OUR LOGO DEVELOPMENT

Parks

Water

City
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We’ve taken cues from Perth’s iconic cityscape to customise  
the text characters ‘t’ and ‘h’. This also gives the new brandmark  

ownable characteristics.

OUR LOGO DEVELOPMENT
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OUR LOGO

The brand colour for Perth was an obvious choice. A celebration of  
the surrounding waters and clear blue skies, this memorable shade  

of blue is a colour Perth can own.
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USING OUR LOGO
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The Perth logo should never be recreated or altered in  
any way, unless otherwise indicated in these guidelines.  
It is fixed and cannot be changed. No other colour blue 
can be used for the logo.

PRIMARY LOGO
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PRIMARY LOGO COLOURS

A custom colour blue has been chosen for Perth.  
It is referred to as ‘Perth blue’ and represents  
Perth’s connection with the water and sky. 

PMS 2995CP
CMYK 80, 0, 0, 0
RGB 0. 177, 235
HEX 00b1eb

PERTH 
BLUE
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SUITE OF LOGO VARIATIONS

This is the full suite of Perth logos available for use.  
Three variations have been developed to suit a range  
of purposes across intrastate, interstate and international 
markets. Logo selection should occur based on which  
option is most appropriate depending on the channels,  
markets and activity it will be shown in.

Most suitable for domestic consumer marketing activity 
and domestic consumer and trade events signage.

Most suitable for international consumer marketing 
activity and international trade events.
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Where space/opportunity allows the Perth logo and  
Western Australia consumer logo can be used in the form  

of a lockup for either domestic or international activity.

Please note: this logo lockup is Tourism WA use only.



Clear space and minimum size are important, as 
they maintain clarity and presence of the brand.

Clear space applies to the area around the logo, 
which must be void of intruding copy, other logos 
or graphics.

Minimum size is 30mm. 

Only use the ‘alternate small space logo’  
(which has been altered for legibilty) when it  
will be reproduced at sizes smaller than 30mm. 
The minimum size for this version is 15mm.

X = width of the space inside the ‘P’

Minimum size 30mm for print. Minimum size 15mm for print. 

30mm 15mm

x

x

xx

CLEAR SPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM SIZE

ALTERNATE SMALL SPACE LOGO
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DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL MINIMUM SIZE

Minimum size for print.  

Minimum size for print.  

ALTERNATE SMALL SPACE LOGO

50mm

35mm

40mm

15mm
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Minimum size is 40mm. 

Only use the ‘alternate small space logo’  
(which has been altered for legibilty) when it  
will be reproduced at sizes smaller than 40mm.  



DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL CLEAR SPACE

X = width of the space inside the ‘P’

x

x2x 2x

2x

2x

x

x
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POSITIVE AND REVERSED LOGOS

POSITIVE REVERSED MONO
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100% Black - this version may be used at the designers 
discretion or when single colour black and white printing  
is only available.

75% Black - this version may be used in conjunction with  
Tourism WA’s Just Another Day in WA campaign activity.

100% Black

75% Black



OFF BRAND TREATMENTS

The Perth logo should never be recreated, or have the  
words separated or altered in any way. It is fixed and  
cannot be changed.

Shown here are examples of off brand treatments.

Never stretch or distort the logo

Never compromise the legibilty of the logo

Never recolour the logo

Never use a keyline around the logo

Never change the typeface

Never alter the position of the logo letters
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LOGO USAGE ON IMAGES

The logo is to be used as blue or reversed (white out), which can 
be used on simple or complex backgrounds. You must ensure 
the logo stands out on the background it sits upon. Flat areas of 
colour work best in most cases. Below are examples of when to 
use the correct logo.

REVERSED LOGO

POSITIVE LOGO
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LOGO PLACEMENT

The Perth logo should most often be positioned in the bottom  
right of communications.

In Regional Tourism Operator (RTO) and Cooperative (co-op) communications  
it should sit in the bottom right of the Perth dedicated brand space (most 
often on the image). There is always a minimum of 7mm of space to the right 
and bottom edge. Where possible the baseline of Perth logo should align with 
the baseline of the ‘call to action’, or last line of communications. In digital 
communications, the logo may be centered depending, on space restrictions 
and what suits the format best. For digital, TV end frames and signage, a more 
central position with generous clearspace works best.

Positioning for most common applications. Print ad positioning.On TV the logo is centred.
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STAKEHOLDER LOGOS

As the Tourism WA-funded organisations that support and  
drive holiday visitation, international education and investment  
in Western Australia, Experience Perth, Study Perth and the  
Perth Convention Bureau have re-branded to adopt the new  
Perth brand into a new logo for their organisations.
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DESTINATION PERTH STUDY PERTH PERTH CONVENTION BUREAU



CO-BRANDING LOGOS

When co-branding, the Perth logo and co-branded logo must 
have equal weighting so that one logo is not larger than the  
other (see below examples). The black vertical line which 
separates the two logos should not extend past the height and 
base of the Perth logo as shown. The distance that the line has 
the sit from the Perth logo is determined by the ‘clear space’  
area - see pg 21 ‘Clear Space’. 

LOGO
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CO-BRANDING LOGOS MONO

When co-branding, the Perth logo and co-branded logo must 
have equal weighting so that one logo is not larger than the  
other (see below examples). The black vertical line which 
separates the two logos should not extend past the height and 
base of the Perth logo as shown. The distance that the line has 
the sit from the Perth logo is determined by the ‘clear space’  
area - see pg 21 ‘Clear Space’. 

LOGO
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TYPEFACE - HEADLINES

A B C D E F G H

I J K L M N O P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Z a b c d e f

g h i j k l m n

o p q r s t u v

w x y z 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 0 ! @

# $ % ^ & * ( )

Swiss 721 BT 

HEADLINES

Fatius co horebus singultum es pata scre

The typeface used is the same as the Western Australia 
consumer brand typeface. Please refer to the Western Australia 
Consumer Brand Guidelines when producing Tourism WA 
branded communications.
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TYPEFACE - BODY COPY

A B C D E F G H

I J K L M N O P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Z a b c d e f

g h i j k l m n

o p q r s t u v

w x y z 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 0 ! @

# $ % ^ & * ( )

Swiss 721 BT 

BODY COPY
Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet, Consectetur Adipiscing Elit. Sellus Eget Dapibus Elit, Vestibulum Mattis Augue. Vivamus Et Ultrices Nulla, Id Aliquam Risus. 
Integer Eleifend Turpis Nulla, At Aliquam Felis Vestibulum Et. Ut Sit Amet Convallis Nibh. Nam Rutrum Eleifend Suscipit. Cras Mi Arcu, Auctor In Luctus 
At, Cursus Vitae Magna. Integer Varius Ligula. Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet, Consectetur Adipiscing Elit. Sellus Eget Dapibus Elit, Vestibulum Mattis 
Augue. Vivamus Et Ultrices Nulla, Id Aliquam Risus. Integer Eleifend Turpis Nulla, At Aliquam Felis Vestibulum Et. Ut Sit Amet Convallis Nibh.

The typeface used is the same as the Western Australia 
consumer brand typeface. Please refer to the Western Australia 
Consumer Brand Guidelines when producing Tourism WA 
branded communications.
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APPLYING OUR BRAND
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CREATIVE EXAMPLES

Here are a few examples of how the logo can be applied in creative executions.
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Domestic press ad

Perth is experiencing a rebirth. The bevy of new pubs and bars, alfresco 
eateries and fine-dining restaurants show this city is changing rapidly. 
And there’s no better place to view it than with a picnic in King’s Park.

Or you can sail up the Swan River to soak in Elizabeth Quay, or perhaps 
head seaward and enjoy the vibrant café culture springing up in Fremantle. 
Read more travellers, locals and experts’ stories at justanotherdayinwa.com

ELIZABETH QUAY, PERTH

TWA0256_Brand_HP_Perth_186x260_v2.indd   1 16/06/2016   11:07 AM

Events program ad 

share your

Don’t keep your best photos to yourself. Tag your photos 
#justanotherdayinWA to share your extraordinary Western Australian 
experiences and follow us on Instagram @westernaustralia

International digital advertising

International video



CREATIVE EXAMPLES

Here are a few examples of how the logo can be applied in creative executions.
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Study Perth website and socialDestination Perth EDM and website Tourism WA Hotel Perth online campaign

TWA0638 Q3 Perth  | Half Page 300x600

Rottnest



CO-BRANDING

Co-branding should appear in the bottom right hand corner whenever possible. As per the co-branding guidelines established 
on page 29, the Perth logo should come first, followed by a line break and the second logo. The two logos should always be 
the same size as one another, and not overpower the overall collateral imagery and messaging. Another option when there is 
multiple co-branding is to separate logos and have the Perth logo sitting separately and bottom right.
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Domestic print adEvents invite

Come and 
Australia’s

newest
visitstadium

for an amazing fans first experience and world-class events including:
AFL PREMIERSHIP SEASON | INTERNATIONAL CRICKET AND BIG BASH LEAGUE  
STATE OF ORIGIN GAME II 2019 | BLEDISLOE CUP 2019 | MANY MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED
Plus, with so many new hotels, bars and restaurants along with stunning parks, beaches and wildlife,  
you’ll be surprised how much you can pack into a visit to Perth.



FILM END FRAME

For film, the logo should be centred in 
the middle of the screen. If the logo is 
co-branded with another brand, utilise 
the co-branding explained on page 
29, otherwise the Perth logo alone 
should be centred. Call to actions 
should sit below the logo.
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#justanotherdayinWA



EVENTS - SIGNAGE AND BROADCAST 

For Events, the logo should be 
centred and in a highly visible spot. 
This will vary from execution to 
execution, but please take cues  
from the examples below.
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FOR ANY FURTHER CLARIFICATION ON APPLICATIONS  
OR USE OF THE PERTH BRAND, PLEASE CONTACT:
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Tourism Western Australia Campaign Services

 2 Mill Street, Perth, WA 6000, 
 GPO Box X2261, PERTH WA 6847

Tel: +61 (08) 9262 1700  Fax: +61 (08) 9262 1702 tourism.wa.gov.au
campaignservices@westernaustralia.com




